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Description 

My siblings and I are responsible for feeding our cat, Pumpkin. At times, in addition to my 
lethargy, feeding him becomes a nuisance. To relieve this plight and tap into my laziness, I have 
decided to create a cat feeder. While one is able to purchase this type of device from the many 
available products that exist within the market today, I wanted the flexibility and customizability 
of creating a product that fits my needs, and more. I designed the system so that I am able to 
dispense food from any location as long as I am connected to data/wifi. Also, for my own 
entertainment, the device plays music while dispensing food and is capable of driving around. 
All of the functionality built into the cat - feeder is accessible from a smartphone.  

 
Figure 1. Cat Feeder 

 
Electromechanical Details 

Interfacing with the Cat Feeder 

Food is placed into the green funnel which travels downward and is stopped by a spiral 
propeller hidden inside the system. The stepper motor located on the rear-end of the device 
rotates the propeller. While driving, the front and rear range sensors will automatically stop the 



system if the device is within 10 cm of an object. The range sensor, located at the top of the 
funnel, is used to determine the remaining percentage of food stored.  

 
Figure 2. Cat Feeder Interface 

 
Control  

The control mechanism is simply a smartphone and connection to data/wifi. Using the Telegram 
app, a message is sent to a Bot on the Telegram servers. Thereafter, the bot sends the 
message from the user to the esp32 (connected to wifi). There are two commands that the 
esp32 will respond to: ‘/drive’ and ‘/feed’. Both commands will respond with inline buttons that 
the user is able to depress to direct the system (displayed below). The ‘DISPENSE FOOD’ 
command will distribute food from the front window while the ‘REMAINING FOOD STATUS’ 
command checks and reports the percentage of food within the funnel. The ‘FRONT’, ‘STOP’, 
‘LEFT’, ‘RIGHT’, and ‘BACK’ commands move the device in those directions, respectively.  

 
Figure 3. Control Mechanism 



Circuit 
 
The difficulty of the project was determining how to control the stepper motor and ensure the 
microcontrollers communicated with each other. The project uses three microcontrollers: one 
parent ( (1) ESP32) and two children ( (2) Arduino Uno & (3) ESP32). Communication between 
the devices was achieved using the UART protocol.  
 

1. Parent ESP32: The head microcontroller is connected to wifi and is the device that 
processes messages from the Telegram Bot. It is also responsible for food range sensor 
and activating the stepper motor through the L298n motor driver. It is powered from an 
external 5 volt power supply that connects one end to the USB pin on the controller, and 
the other pin to ground. The motor driver is powered from a 7.4 volt (2200mah) battery, 
while the range sensors are powered by the 5v pin from the Arduino uno.  

2. Child Arduino Uno: This microcontroller is responsible for controlling the four DC motors 
(using the L298n motor driver) connected to the wheels of the device, and the front and 
rear range sensors for obstacle avoidance. The Arduino board receives one - way 
messages via serial data from the parent ESP32. It is powered by the 7.4 volt battery 
through the Vin and Gnd pins on the board. Given the Arduino pins output 5 volts, a 
voltage divider was used after the Rx pin (Arduino) and before the Tx pin (on the ESP32 
parent) such that the ESP32 received 3.3 volts.  

3. Child ESP32: The child ESP32 is solely responsible for playing music while the food is 
dispensing. The ESP32 is used for playing music due to its large storage capacity; it is 
capable of playing approximately 8 seconds of a song without the need of external 
storage. Music is produced from this microcontroller using the PAM8302 audio amplifier 
and a speaker (8 ohm, 1 watt); the speaker is powered from the ESP32’s 3.3 volt output 
pin. Similar to the Uno, this board receives one - way messages via serial data from the 
parent ESP32. This controller is powered in the same manner as the parent ESP32.  

 
Finite State Machine 
 
There are four states within the finite state machine: idling, checking food status, engaging DC 
motors, and playing music and engaging stepper motor. The system is primarily within the idling 
state as this is where the parent ESP32 waits until the Telegram bot sends a message from the 
user. Depending on what message the parent microcontroller receives dictates which state the 
system transitions to next. Notice, however, despite what state the system is in it quickly returns 
to the idling state awaiting the next input.  
 
Additional figures of the device are displaying in Appendix A. For the complete Arduino IDE 
code, see Appendix B. 

https://www.amazon.com/WMYCONGCONG-HC-SR04-Ultrasonic-Distance-Measuring/dp/B07JJHCVRG/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=ultrasonic+sensor+arduino&qid=1606801439&s=hi&sr=1-6
https://www.amazon.com/MybotOnline-Stepper-Bipolar-1-8deg-Printer/dp/B07SC8HJMC
https://www.amazon.com/Controller-Module-Bridge-Stepper-Arduino/dp/B07RB2LWD7/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1CNB00687H5EQ&dchild=1&keywords=l298n+motor+driver&qid=1606801628&s=hi&sprefix=l298n%2Ctools%2C203&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Gearbox-Motor-200RPM-Tire-Wheel-Arduino/dp/B07VBXXT9M/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=arduino+dc+motor&qid=1606801540&s=hi&sr=1-7
https://www.adafruit.com/product/2130
https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-Speaker-Round-Replacement-Loudspeaker/dp/B07LGKKWCD/ref=sr_1_3?crid=1JBDH35QS4HF&dchild=1&keywords=8+ohm+1+watt+speaker&qid=1606802274&sprefix=8ohm+1+wat%2Ctools%2C199&sr=8-3


 
Figure 4. Circuit Diagram 

 

 
Figure 5. Finite State Machine 



Appendix A 
 

 
Figure 6.  Interior Wiring 

 
Figure 7. Interior Assembly 






















